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Table of Contents Introduction
Developed by Deep Knowledge Analytics, GovTech / E-governance Global 
Industry Landscape in the Post-Pandemic World 2021/Q2 report 
contains a comprehensive overview of the global GovTech industry in the 
public sector. The report focuses on factors that are driving the ongoing 
transformation of the governments, barriers to this process, ways to 
overcome them, and the main trends of the industry in the post-pandemic 
period.

The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for governments 
around the world to take technological action to streamline processes 
and digitize services. Citizens and institutions alike share an urgent need 
to foster efforts that promise to expand and improve access to public 
services through technology.

The report also provides information on the main types of technologies 
used by GovTech, including blockchain, AI and machine learning, IoT, 
robotic automation, and geospatial data analysis. The main emphasis is 
placed on the best examples of their implementation on various levels of 
public management. The power of GovTech lies in its ability to help 
governments to govern and innovate more effectively.
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Executive Summary

Stay-at-home ordinances and social 
distancing caused by COVID-19 have changed 
government and constituency engagement. 
The coronavirus pandemic has also exposed 
the flaws of legacy tech stacks. The 
limitations of legacy systems, including 
critical capacity gaps, as and cybersecurity 
issues, have become apparent to government 
officials worldwide.

Digital transformation is being catalyzed by 
federal programs and regulations. They are 
accelerating technology adoption by 
increasing capital investment and 
streamlining procurement processes.

By using API (standardized data transfer) and  
open data, and combining multiple data 
sources to find monetization proposals, 
startups bring a different approach to service 
delivery to GovTech.

Technology

Cloud computing
Open API’s
Open Data

Analytics
Mobile

Paperless apps
Digital Transactions

Sources: Forbes, NACo 5Deep Knowledge Analytics

GovTech

Government & Public 
Sector Services

Citizen organising
Municipal payments
Applying for permits
Renewing licenses
Paying fines
Voting
Internal government’s 
operations

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2021/03/31/where-is-the-future-of-govtech-heading/?sh=57cdf82a311d
https://www.naco.org/blog/govtech-reimagined-covid-19-era


500 Investors

Research Methodology

The GovTech approach is aimed at providing countries with easier 
access to public services through faster and more sustainable 
technology adoption, stronger governance and better engagement with 
citizens.

The present case study seeks to provide an extensive overview of the 
global GovTech Ecosystem. It achieves this by profiling all relevant 
entities and exploring key trends and developments driving GovTech 
growth in different countries. The report analyzes 500 companies, 500 
investors and 36 hubs in 13 specific industry categories.

The criteria used for selecting entities are fairly broad and aim to deliver 
a comprehensive overview of the full scope of entities operating at the 
forefront of GovTech development and growth. 

The entities have been selected by using public domain databases, 
open-source search engines, public and private sector reports, and 
media reports.

The data on the main trends has been aggregated from a wide variety of 
reputable and public data sources, including general and 
industry-specific databases, media and news reports, conferences and 
governmental websites. While the information presented herein is 
believed to be reliable, the report's authors make no representation as to 
the accuracy or completeness of its constituent materials, information 
and data.

GovTech and E-governance Industry Landscape 
Main Parameters
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Approach for Integrated Government

   Digital ID

Connectivity

Mobile 
Payments

Healthcare

Education

Justice

Taxes
Civil 

Registry

Social 
Services

Employment

Transport Citizens

Integrated 
administrative systems

Two-way citizen 
engagement tools

Modern data storage 
and integration

Data analytics for 
actionable insight

Aimed at  achieving common goals, an 
integrated government approach seeks to 
bridge the gap between different ministries, 
departments and agencies through better 
coordination and cooperation between
them. 

This approach also includes  horizontal and 
vertical integration to deliver seamless 
e-government services. Horizontal 
integration stands for interaction between 
ministries and departments, while vertical 
one means inter-level management.

During the COVID-19 pandemic,
governments have identified the need to 
introduce citizens-centric tools to improve 
service delivery and interact with citizens 
online without social contacts. 

Sources: OECD, Digital Future Society, NACo, World Bank Group 7Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://www.oecd.org/mena/governance/integrated-public-governance.htm
https://digitalfuturesociety.com/how-governments-use-govtech-to-fight-covid-19/
https://www.naco.org/blog/govtech-reimagined-covid-19-era
https://www.worldbank.org/en/home


Govtech: in The Spotlight of Non-Governmental Attention

Reduction of 
time and costs 1 Citizen 

experience2 Transparency3  Profit+ Social 
responsibility+Business climate 

improvement+

In 2020, 193 states provided on average 14 of 20 basic services online—an 
increase of 40 % since 2018.
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Government-to-CitizenG2C Government-to-Business G2B Government-to-GovernmentG2G   Smart СitiesSC

- GovSpending on software

Sources: Gartner, Statista,  UN

Future Unicorn Award 2020: Corti - Using AI technology, this GovTech 
start-up aims to achieve higher medical diagnosis accuracy. It provides its 
services to state emergency dispatchers in Denmark and the US.

Mainstreet has succeeded in raising $60M from several sector agnostic 
VCs in one round. Being a financial platform, it helps startups and small 
businesses discover and claim tax credits and government incentives.

Several GovTech companies have gone IPO, Shotspotter being the most 
talked about among them.

The Covid-19 crisis has exposed the need for governments to develop and adopt new technologies (e.g. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
blockchain) to ensure an effective and safe provision of public services. Also, the coronavirus pandemic has led to an increase in GovTech 
investments from the corporate sector: over the past year, generalist VCs, such as Sequoia Capital,  Andreessen Horrowitz, Insight 
Partners and SJF Ventures, have collectively made a number of investments in the industry. 

Governmental initiatives are aimed at: Investors’ motivations are: 

BUSINESS – GOVERNMENT CO-INVENTION:

PRIORITY DIRECTIONS:
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https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-02-18-gartner-forecasts-global-government-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-20210
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1154203/worldwide-government-it-spending-forecast/#:~:text=In%202020%2C%20the%20global%20government,482%20billion%20U.S.%20dollars%20worldwide
https://publicadministration.un.org/egovkb/Portals/egovkb/Documents/un/2020-Survey/2020%20UN%20E-Government%20Survey%20(Full%20Report).pdf


Smart City

Monitoring Systems & 
Disaster Management

Smart Transport

Energy-Saving Solutions

Urban Planning

Traffic Management 
Solutions

Waste Management

CrimeTech

Cyber Security
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Anti-money Laundering
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Identification 
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e-Courts

Other

Longevity Technologies

Electronic School

AgTech
(Agriculture)

Various Sensors and 
IoT Technologies

e-HealthCare Solutions

Sport and Entertainment

E-Government
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Electronic Voting
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G2G Systems

Electronic Identity
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Strategies, Goals and Programs
for the GovTech Development



Strategies for the GovTech Development

Readiness for changes

High security

Sources: Diceus

Apart from FinTech, MedTech, and EdTech approaches that bring 
new technologies to banks, hospitals and universities, there is also 
GovTech. “GovTech” stands for the use of technology in various 
government sectors for the purpose of making it more efficient 
and user-friendly. It combines values created for citizens with 
values for administration /employees. 

Points that Need to Be Considered for Successful Modern 
Government Strategy 

Cooperative environment

Moving away from obsolete material

Care about citizens

High interoperability

User-oriented services

Active usage of data

Difference between the Development of 
Enterprises and Governments

Enterprise Government

Structural 
Elements

Department and 
Branches

Regions and 
Ministries

End Goals Higher Revenue Welfare of Citizens

Main Obstacles Market 
Competitors

Legacy 
Approaches
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https://diceus.com/10-government-technology-trends-2020/


GovTech Goals and Approach

Sources: World Bank

GovTech Goals and Approaches

Put people first and deliver accessible, 
affordable, and inclusive services

The private sector is using data and 
disruptive technologies to proactively 
customize customer experiences, reduce 
costs, and accelerate service delivery. 
GovTech is an initiative aimed at 
supporting client countries, meeting 
citizens' needs and opening up 
opportunities for economic growth.

Engage citizens to increase participation, 
enhance transparency and build citizen 
confidence

The use of technology can provide 
real-time communication between 
citizens and governments. Through SMS, 
social media, online petition platforms 
and other tools, governments are learning 
about issues that matter to citizens and 
can respond more effectively.

Bring the government machinery into the 
21st century

Technology and artificial intelligence can 
change the effectiveness of key 
government functions, including financial 
management, procurement, human 
resource management, domestic 
resource mobilization, and monitoring 
and evaluation systems. 

12Deep Knowledge Analytics

Not only can GovTech help transform provision of services to citizens, but it can also lead to a positive impact on governance. Research 
shows that the potential of e-government is positively correlated with government efficiency and leads to less corruption. 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/governance/brief/govtech-putting-people-first


Stage 4Stage 3Stage 2Stage 1

The challenges include:

● Improving government services to the public;
● Streamlining and enhancing processes in the public sector 

and public services;
● Providing the public with easier access to information;
● Protecting public sector databases.

GovTech Programs

Sources: Innovation Israel, World Bank, Creators 13Deep Knowledge Analytics

Main Goals of GovTech ProgramsThe main goal of all GovTech programs is to boost innovation and 
improve the efficiency of the public sector. Governments initiate 
such programs for three strategic reasons: train civil servants, 
effectively implement innovative solutions, and foster the 
development of GovTech ecosystems. 

GovTech programs are intended to encourage companies and 
NGOs to offer innovative technological solutions in the fields of 
education, healthcare, welfare, economy, law, local government, and 
human capital.

ImplementationChallenge 
Creation

Application Innovation

Stages of GovTech Programs

Ecosystem Growth

Education of 
Civil Servants

Implementation 
of Technologies

(collaboration between 
startups and  
governments to create 
or adapt a specific 
solution) 

https://innovationisrael.org.il/en/program/Gov-Tech
https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/govtech/partners
https://mcusercontent.com/609229ffa54bd7730e35786ce/files/698baa74-2bee-4c28-a2fa-4c9dadd26b1f/GovTech_Report_2020.pdf


Snow Angels Canada is an online platform that allows residents 
requiring assistance with shovelling snow to post a request for such  
services. Volunteers in the area can then reach out to them and offer 
their help.

GovTech Poland

Examples of GovTech Programs

Sources: Creators 14Deep Knowledge Analytics

Challenge Owner: Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Technology
Solution Provider: BI Insight
Location: Poland

Description Description

Description
The product aims to provide a real-time building schematic which 
plots the firefighters’ location and flags abnormal motion 
information, painting a picture of the live environment.

Creating an intelligent data search engine based on Business 
Intelligence modules. The system allows officials to search 
databases and share knowledge quickly. 

Challenge Owner: City of Barrie
Solution Provider: Snow Angels Canada
Location: Canada

Challenge Owner: NHS Scotland
Solution Provider: Lumera health
Location: UK

Description
The solution is an online booking system for outpatients designed to 
reduce time lost in failing to attend their appointments.

Challenge Owner: Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue Service
Solution Provider: Oxon Tech, Greeve systems, Brandwith
Location: UK

CivTech Scotland GovTech Catalyst

MIX Ontario

https://mcusercontent.com/609229ffa54bd7730e35786ce/files/698baa74-2bee-4c28-a2fa-4c9dadd26b1f/GovTech_Report_2020.pdf


Main Trends and Obstacles in GovTech / 
E-Governance



Main Trends in GovTech / E-Governance

Many changes in the way people access government services are likely to remain in place even after the pandemic threat recedes, 
creating tremendous opportunities for software developers specializing in GovTech applications.

Not only has the pandemic demonstrated the importance of developing e-government systems, but it also heightened the need for 
GovTech solutions using which countries can provide their citizens with an effective way of accessing government services.

Sources: Mission Critical, CAF, Accusoft 

Main Trends in GovTech after COVID-19

Remote Collaboration

As tools, processes and software are 
constantly improving, it is possible to 
implement large-scale GovTech projects 
remotely, regardless of their location and time 
zones.

Higher efficiency, lower costs

Governments are looking for platforms 
that can meet multiple needs and enable 
them to eliminate high costs. It is, 
therefore, necessary to find GovTech 
solutions that are easy to implement, use 
and maintain.

SMEs and Startups Support

Many governments are pursuing 
initiatives to eliminate the impact of 
COVID-19. In such case, SMEs and 
startups are going to become 
technological partners in delivering public 
services more efficiently.

Cloud Shift

The legacy systems limitations drive the shift to 
the cloud, as storing data on physical servers is no 
longer secure. Moving to the cloud provides 
greater resilience, saves money, and spurs 
innovation.

Confidentiality

Governments use big amounts of private data 
that need to be kept secure. By creating 
platforms that promote transparency and 
protect data, GovTech developers can play an 
important role in building trust between 
governments and citizens.

Growing public expectations

Growing public expectations continue to reshape 
public service delivery. GovTech startups will have 
to develop apps capable of connecting citizens to 
governments and upgrading processes that relied 
on physical interaction, ineffective manual 
methods and direct physical interaction.

16Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://www.missioncriticalmagazine.com/articles/93291-three-trends-currently-shaping-govtech-landscape
https://www.caf.com/en/knowledge/views/2020/04/is-covid19-proving-the-business-case-for-govtech/
https://www.accusoft.com/resources/blog/5-govtech-trends-to-watch-in-2021/


Charter Cities as a New Direction of Governance

Many changes in the way people access government services are 
likely to remain in place even after the pandemic threat recedes, 
creating tremendous opportunities for software developers 
specializing in GovTech applications.

Not only has the pandemic demonstrated the importance of 
developing e-government systems but it also heightened the need 
for GovTech solutions using which countries can provide their 
citizens with an effective way of accessing government services.

Charter cities are a public policy tool designed to help countries 
with developing economies put in place institutions that can serve 
as the foundation for economic success. Thanks to it, they can  
experiment with new policies meant to attract businesses, foster 
economic growth, create jobs, empower small business, and 
support historically disadvantaged groups. By fostering an 
innovation-friendly environment, charter cities also promote 
institutional and economic growth.

Sources: The Charter Cities Institute

Сommon Features of Charter Cities

Greenfield Site Independent Administrative 
Entity

Blank Slate in Commercial Law under the Independent 
Administrative Entity

● Building on undeveloped land 
allows to avoid the political 
challenges of implementing a new 
governance system in an existing 
city

● Charter cities are built with 
exclusively private financing which 
protects the host country from 
financial risks

● Public-private partnership between 
the developer and the host country

● Retains a wide range of freedom to 
implement and reform commercial 
law as it deems fit

● Taxing authority, including a 
revenue-sharing agreement with the 
host country

● Business registration
● Property registration
● Education
● Transportation law
● Labor law

● Energy law
● Financial law as it relates to 

banking, insurance, capital, and 
securities and derivatives

● Healthcare law
● Building codes and construction 

permits

17Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://www.chartercitiesinstitute.org


Main Obstacles in GovTech / E-Governance

The COVID-19 pandemic gave a powerful boost to digital 
transformations in the government sphere in 2020.

Startups are more likely to either close down or be acquired by 
existing corporate players without big marketing budgets. As a 
result, local governments are missing out on opportunities to use 
disruptive technologies to innovate faster and more economically.

The government needs to ensure that GovTech decisions do not 
exacerbate existing divisions in terms of access and literacy. 
Additionally, corruption in the governments (especially in 
developing countries) is one of the barriers to governments’ 
willingness to adopt new technologies.

The shift to integrated digital solutions and platforms requires 
significant investment, which is compounded by the financial 
burden of combating COVID-19.

Digital investments need effective regulations that will help turn the 
Internet into a more competitive and innovative medium, take full 
advantage of digital opportunities, and respond quickly to the 
needs and demands of citizens. Additional investments are needed 
in the areas where access to the Internet and technology 
infrastructure is very basic.

Obstacles to GovTech Implementation in Different Countries 

Government Serves the People
The public sector must serve all residents, including illiterate and 
hard-to-reach ones.

Lack of Government Willingness
Usually, the public sector has many legacy systems and services in place 
which cannot be “shut down”.

Budget Limitations
Since technologies are purchased without governments’ knowledge of 
new opportunities, there is a great risk of failure, . 

Language Barrier
Applications, forms, websites, or government service notices are often 
not available in national languages.

Lack of Educational Approach
The digitization of the public sector can be quite stressful to elderly 
people who have little or no acquaintance with modern technologies. The 
lack of educational courses can make the transition even more difficult.

Sources: GovLaunch, GovTech, WorldBank - GovTech State of Play: Challenges and Opportunities - [November 2020] 18Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://blog.govlaunch.com/the-govtech-market-is-a-monster-21229d33bd48
https://www.govtech.com/opinion/barriers-to-social-services-fuel-racial-inequity-contributed.html
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/415331612330338456/pdf/GovTech-State-of-Play-Challenges-and-Opportunities.pdf


Issues Shaping the GovTech Market in 2021

Sources: Medium; Forbes 

COVID-19 
Vaccines

Accelerated 
Digital 

Transformation

Federal 
Funding

Remote work, contactless services, and 
increased demand for government 
services have prompted public sector 
leaders to increase their spending, use 
technology platforms in new ways, and 
quickly transform their organizations. 
Many IT leaders expect their budgets to 
increase this year.

The impact of mass inoculation on the 
world economy can hardly be 
overestimated. Thanks to it, hospitals, 
hotels, airports, mass transit facilities 
and education establishments can 
resume their normal operation. To 
tackle the challenges and confusion 
that have emerged during initial 
vaccination, governments will need 
more collaboration between 
themselves and different industries. 

In 2020, funding disbursed by the federal government provided the US states with the much-needed financial aid. Thanks to CARES 
funding,  the US government and its industry partners were able to combat the COVID-19 pandemic more effectively. Meant to provide the 
much-needed support to federal states, a $1.9 trillion aid package proposed by the US President will open up new opportunities for the 
public technology market. 

Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, governments around the world have identified the need to streamline processes and digitize services. 
Citizens and organizations alike are also aware of the need to expand and improve access to public services through technology. 

19Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://blog.erepublic.com/govtech-market-insights-february-2021-94f44cc63b2b
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2021/03/31/where-is-the-future-of-govtech-heading/?sh=22944f3b311d


GovTech / E-Governance Industry 
Landscape Overview



Sources: StateUp - Data-driven Insights into Global Govtech - [2021]

The GovTech Ecosystem

The 
GovTech 

Ecosystem

Entrepreneurs & 
Startups

Funders
Public, private,
philanthropic,

blended

Government 
Digital 

Government 
teams, procurers, 
senior GovTech

‘champions’

Universities
R&D, Advisors, 
Talent pipeline

Multilateral 
Organisations

Prime 
contractors and 

Consultants

Citizens /
 End users

Governments around the world recognize the urgent 
need to move away from expensive, bloated IT 
contracts and improve the efficiency and 
accountability of serving citizens. Startups and 
scale-up companies that provide innovative technology 
products and services to public sector clients can help 
achieve these goals.

GovTech is an emerging innovation ecosystem in 
which startups provide technology products and 
services to public sector clients by using new and 
emerging technologies. Many GovTech companies are 
tackling problems arising in new areas of policy, or 
technical problems that were previously couldn't be 
solved.

The priorities of the GovTech ecosystem include 
increasing efficiency and accountability in the public 
sector and its interactions with citizens. Building trust 
is critical for building productive relationships between 
startups and governments, and for ensuring citizen 
acceptance of truly useful technologies. 

21Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://stateup.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/StateUp-21-2021-1.2.pdf


Corruption Perceptions Index 2020

Highly Corrupt Very Clean

The development of GovTech has 
had a positive impact on the 
reduction of corruption. 

The implementation of brand new 
technologies has allowed  
governments of developing 
countries to become more 
efficient and less corrupt.

Corruption and inequality feed off 
each other, creating a vicious 
circle of unequal distribution of 
power in society and unequal 
distribution of wealth. Corruption 
is known to have a bigger impact 
on health outcomes (e.g. lower 
life expectancy and higher infant 
mortality) in poor and developing 
countries than in rich and 
developed nations.

Sources: Corruption Perception Index 2020, Transparency International 22Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2020/index/nzl


E-Government Development Index 2020

Low High

Sources: United Nations E-Government Development Index 2020

According to the UN, e-government is a 
key factor in advancing the 
implementation of the Sustainable 
Development Goals. Public services 
should be accessible to all and 
e-government has to harness existing 
and new technology in order to ensure 
that. There is a risk of a new digital 
divide, as low-income countries with 
insufficient infrastructure are lagging 
behind, leaving already vulnerable 
people even more at risk of not being 
able to gain any advantage from new 
technologies. 

The importance of GovTech during the 
pandemic is more important than ever, 
as most citizens are facing the problem 
of limited mobility. This makes
e-government services extremely
comfortable and safe to use.

23Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://publicadministration.un.org/egovkb/en-us/Data-Center


Top-10 Countries by GovTech Index

Sources: United Nations E-Government Development Index 2020 24Deep Knowledge Analytics

Top-10 Countries by GovTech Index in 2020* Structure of GovTech Index

Startups

Procurement

Government

● Innovation Environment
● Digital Environment
● Industry Environment

● Procurement Frameworks
● Procurement Culture

● Policy Environment
● Digital Governance

Notes: *Maximum value is 10

https://publicadministration.un.org/egovkb/en-us/Data-Center


$440.1B $437.7B
$482.8B

Sources: GovTech, Gartner

The rise in IT spending is largely driven by new expectations on the 
part of constituents. Public health and safety measures, including 
vaccination of citizens, care causing governments to accelerate 
their digital transformation. Nowadays, constituents expect digital 
services delivery, legacy IT modernization, and increased role of 
technology to be the basis of their day-to-day operations.

Drivers

● Increased remote work
● Testing and contact tracing
● Vaccine distribution and communication
● Migration to virtual services
● COVID-19 constituent communication

IT Opportunities

● Mobilizing staff for remote work
● Cybersecurity
● Document management and workflow
● An uptick in virtual care technologies and telehealth
● Digitization of citizen-facing services
● Increased use of data

IT Spending by Governments Worldwide

Global IT Spending in 2019-2021

25Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://www.govtech.com/navigator/data/2021-it-spending-state-local-vs-federal.html
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-02-18-gartner-forecasts-global-government-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-20210


Sources: Deep Knowledge Analytics

GovTech Companies Distribution by Regions

26Deep Knowledge Analytics

65.8%
North America

1.8%
Latin America

3.4%
Middle-East and 

Africa

14.8%
Europe

14.0%
Asia-Pacific

https://www.dka.global/


Sources: Deep Knowledge Analytics

In 2020, the majority of GovTech companies generated revenue of up to $10M. 36.6% of companies generated revenue of <$1M, 50.6% - 
$1-10M and only 0.6% of GovTech companies earned revenue of more than $1B. More than 70% of companies had up to 50 employees in 
2020.

Diversification of GovTech Companies
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Distribution of GovTech Companies
by Estimated Revenue in 2020
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https://www.dka.global/


Sources: Deep Knowledge Analytics

Top-15 GovTech Companies by Funding Amount in 2019-2021

28Deep Knowledge Analytics

More than $10B was invested 
in GovTech startups during 
2019-2021.

Top-15 GovTech companies 
account for 96% of
companies that were
invested in.

With $8.4B, North America is 
the largest region by funding, 
followed by Europe with
$2.0B. 

Approximately $750M was 
invested in Q1-Q3 2021. 

1

2

3

4

https://www.dka.global/


Sources: GovCIO Outlook

Hyperscience
Hyperscience technology 
automates business 
processes for Global 
2000 enterprises and 
government agencies 
around the world. 

Metrc
Metrc is the leading 
solution provider for 

cannabis governance. It 
helps regulators track 

cannabis products 
throughout the supply 

chain.

PrimeGov
PrimeGov provides a 

legislative management 
platform to help 

government officials 
provide consistency, 
stability and the best 

quality service to 
citizens.

Promise
Promise is a provider of 

criminal justice solutions 
that enables 

cost-effective and 
humate alternatives to 

incarceration.

RapidDeploy
RapidDeploy provides 

innovative cloud-based 
solutions that upend the 
existing 9-1-1 technology 

and enable data 
integration and 
visualization.

Epigen Technology

Epigen Technology help 
government agencies 
focus on outcomes 

requested by the user 
and streamline their 
services accordingly.

GovSpend

GovSpend offers 
technology solutions to 
make the government 
procurement process 

more efficient for 
agencies and contactors. 

KIND Financial

KIND Financial promotes 
cannabis compliance by 

offering technologies and 
services that enable 

cannabis-related 
companies to make safe 
and secure transactions.

SequenceX

SequenceX is an AI threat 
prevention software 
company that builds 

automatic gun thread and 
intruder detection 

technology.

TownCloud

TownCloud is the 
technology framework 

built and designed 
specially to meet the 

needs of local 
authorities.
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Top-10 GovTech Startups in 2020

https://govtech-startups.govciooutlook.com/vendors/top-govt-tech-startups.html


Sources: Deep Knowledge Analytics, StateUp 21 - Data-Driven Insights into Global GovTech - [2021]

Many investors prefer to invest in GovTech companies that already have clients in the private sector. That way, they can protect themselves 
against long buying cycles, peaks and troughs in government procurement. Also, B2B product development can help create new 
applications for the public sector. Chainalysis (the US), Irys (the US/Mexico) and Privitar (the UK) serve clients from a variety of sectors. 
Accel has invested in the latest rounds of both Chainalysis and Privitar.

Top-10 GovTech Companies by Raising Capital during the Pandemic

Raising Capital for GovTech 
during the Pandemic in 2020

Distribution of Invested Companies 
by Their Main Focus
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https://www.dka.global/
https://stateup.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/StateUp-21-2021-1.2.pdf


COVID-19 impact on GovTech Industry



The COVID-19 crisis served as a wake-up call to governments that 
had put daily operations above digital transformation. The result 
was critical acceleration in digital service delivery and 
interactions with citizens across many areas of government.

Governments have also funded the development of new apps and 
provision of new services (e.g. delivering food and other essential 
items to those in need) helping fight COVID-19. Digital services 
provided by governments have helped  helped optimize the entire 
supply chain.

Pandemic Showed a Critical Need to Digitize Public Services

Sources: Techmonitor, EY, UN DESA, OECD

By September 2021, around 450 
millions citizens in 90% of the EU 
countries will be able to use eIDs 
to securely access online public 
services at a national level. 

The UK Government Digital 
Service provides services to 
people and maintains a hub 
containing coronavirus-related 
information on GOV.UK.

Singapore government uses 
social media for announcements 
related to the fight against the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

The UAE formed the Supreme 
National Committee responsible 
for the distribution of food and 
medications to people severely 
affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic.

The Estonian Ministry of Social 
Affairs created a Coronavirus 
questionnaire for self-assessing 
whether one is infected with 
coronavirus.

The Government in Hong Kong 
launched a website where health 
tips and facts about COVID-19 
are published.

Percentage of Government Portals 
with COVID-19 Information
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https://techmonitor.ai/leadership/workforce/covid-19-increased-digital-divide-when-access-needed-most
https://www.ey.com/en_ua/government-public-sector/will-governments-return-to-the-past-or-nurture-a-digital-future
https://www.un.org/development/desa/dpad/publication/un-desa-policy-brief-61-covid-19-embracing-digital-government-during-the-pandemic-and-beyond/
https://www.oecd.org/digital/digital-economy-outlook-covid.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/Country+Overview+-+eID
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/Country+Overview+-+eID


Percentage of Countries with Online Services by Sector Digital Public Services’ Potential

Less case-handling effort 
through automated processing

 Less time spent interacting with 
public administration

50%24/7 accessibility
(even during pandemic)

Venture capitalists (VCs) that have been reluctant to invest in the sector due to slow return on investment are now recognising its 
importance to post-pandemic society. Leading GovTech startups secured at least $686M in investment in 2020. Public-private 
partnerships gave a new impetus to the provision of quality of GovTech services across all sectors of the global economy. 

COVID-19 Crisis Accelerated E-Governance Revolution

Sources: McKinsey, Statista 33Deep Knowledge Analytics

60%

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/digital-public-services-how-to-achieve-fast-transformation-at-scale
https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/


The Governments Technologies Implementation Outlook

Digital Government Policy Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic

Time Horizon Policy Action Digital Government Response

Short-term

Sources: Tyler Lasicki, UN DESA

Mid-term

Long-term

React

Resolve

Reinvent

●  Using digital platforms for accurate and timely information-sharing
●  Initiating two-way communication with people and fostering e-participation
●  Protecting people’s privacy and sensitive data and taking into consideration 

unintended consequences of technologies

● Forming effective multi-stakeholder partnerships (for example, private sector, 
international organizations, academia) on regional, national and local levels

● Drawing on lessons learned from the ongoing crisis

● Investments in innovative technologies (e.g. AI, blockchain, robots, and drones) 
to increase resilience of healthcare systems and national economies and 
improve public services delivery

● Revisiting the concept of data protection and privacy legislation along with 
lessons learned
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https://tylerlasicki.medium.com/govtech-government-leveling-up-dcdc496ab654
https://www.un.org/sw/desa/digital-technologies-critical-facing-covid-19-pandemic


Post-Pandemic Digital Government: Investments Directions 

Comprising 28% of GovTech, Urban and Local Tech is its largest 
subsector. It is characterised by a large number of early-stage firms 
that are currently operating at a local or national level; however, in 
some cases, they have quickly expanded to countries sharing a 
common language, political or regulatory systems, borders, or 
cultural elements.

Comprising 23% of startups, Administrative Tech forms the 
second largest subsector. It includes firms that help manage 
human capital and track or create budgets more efficiently. 
Companies operating in this subsector also frequently provide 
services on the B2B market.

16% of companies are tackling supply chain issues. Blockchain 
plays an important role in recovery and resilience-building 
processes, including reduction of resource inefficiency, mitigation 
of corruption risks, and bolstering trust in government.

Green recovery 

Need for safe 
exchanges of data 

Need for inclusivity

Culture of continued 
homeworking, incl. 
public servants 

Resilient health 
and social care 

provision 

Attractiveness of GovTech Investments in the Post-Pandemic Period

Sources: Publication Office of the EU, UN DESA 35Deep Knowledge Analytics

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/61ba8446-3a9a-11eb-b27b-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://www.un.org/sw/desa/digital-technologies-critical-facing-covid-19-pandemic


GovTech Influencers and Events



Sources: onalytica, FedTech

GovTech Influencers - Government

Jeff S. Merritt
World Economic 

Forum

Timothy Martin
Government Finance 
Officers Association

Abhi Nemani
City of Sacramento

Ajit Pai 
Federal 

Communications 
Commision

Jake Taylor 
US White House

Mongi Marzouk
Tunisian Parliament

Danilo Astori 
Uruguayan Ministry

Eduard Müller 
Austrian Ministry

Francis Suarez 
City of Miami, USA

Andy Beale 
UK Cabinet Office

Mike Sarasti 
City of Miami, USA

Andrea Leadsom 
UK Parliament

Anna-Maija Karjalainen 
Finnish Ministry

Arturo Herrera Gutiérrez 
Cabinet of Mexico

David A. Bray 
Federal 

Communications 
Commision

Ashley Mahan 
FedRAMP

Bakul Patel 
US FDA

Chi Onwurah
UK Parliament

Rob Lloyd 
City of San José

Dr. Peter Pirnejad 
Foster City, USA

Rikke Hougaard Zeberg 
Danish Agency for 

Digitisation

Nadhim Zahawi
UK Parliament

Konstantin Noskov 
Russian Ministry

Konstantin Shulgan 
Belarusian Ministry

Jackson Mthembu 
South African 

Ministry

Mohamed Maleeh 
Jamal

Maldivian Ministry

Hon Kris Faafoi
New Zealand 

Ministry
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https://onalytica.com/blog/posts/govtech-top-100-influencers-and-brands/
https://fedtechmagazine.com/article/2020/07/30-federal-it-influencers-worth-follow-2020


Sources: Signal, GovTech, FedTech

GovTech Influencers - Business

William Eggers 
Deloitte

Stonly Baptiste 
Urban Us

Shaun Abrahamson
Urban Us

Elle Hempen 
The Atlas

Niles Friedman 
Star Insights

Anne Lochoff
findexable

Julie Lein 
Urban Innovation Fund

Clara Brenner 
Urban Innovation Fund

Francis Pollara 
Urban Movement Labs

Tanya Filer 
StateUp

Anne Petersen 
18F

Sascha Haselmayer
Citymart 

Catherine Geanuracos 
CityGrows

Ben Gordon 
CitizenLab

Frederik Groce 
Storm Ventures

Dustin Haisler
eRepublic

Fredrick Hutson 
Pigeonly

Tai Huynh 
Acta Solutions

Anthony Jamison 
CivStart

Sarah Kerner 
CivStart

Rochelle Keyhan 
Collective Liberty

Nick Lyell
CivStart

Chris Offensend 
Qwally

Steve Ressler 
GovTech Investor 
and Entrepreneur

Chris Sosnowski 
Waterly

Jimmy Martin
AMCS Group

Julia Glidden
Microsoft
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https://signal.nfx.com/investor-lists/top-govtech-seed-investors
https://events.govtech.com/State-of-GovTech-2021.html?promo_code=banners
https://fedtechmagazine.com/article/2020/07/30-federal-it-influencers-worth-follow-2020


Sources: Advice Cloud, onalytica

GovTech Influencers - Journalists

David Bicknell
Government 
Computing

Derek du Preez
Diginomica 
Government

Gary Flood
Diginomica 

Government, Think 
Digital Partners

Lis Evensted
Computer Weekly

Caroline Donelly
Computer Weekly

Mark Say
UKAuthority

Hannah Crouch
Digital Health

Sam Trendall
Public Technology

Tom Wright
CRN

Martin Veitch
IDG Connect

Owen Hughes
TechRepublic

Mark Chillingworth 
Horizon CIO Network

Alice Lipowicz
 Set-Aside Alert

Bryan Glick 
Computer Weekly

Phil Goldstein
FedTech, StateTech

Alexandra S. Levine
Politico

Noelle Knell 
GovTech News

Lauren Harrison 
GovTech News

Benjamin Miller 
GovTech News

Mark Chillingworth
IDG Connect

Warwick Mansell
Education Uncovered

Jacqueline Poh
GovTech Singapore

Oscar Williams
NS Tech

Nick Golding
LGC

Jane Dudman
The Guardian

Alison Holt
BBC

Karen Hunter
Karen Hunter Show
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https://advice-cloud.co.uk/blog/2018/09/25/govtech-journalists-need-follow/
https://onalytica.com/blog/posts/govtech-top-100-influencers-and-brands/


Tech in Gov
10-11 August 2021
Canberra, Australia

ITU Digital World 2021
October

Hanoi, Vietnam

Sources: CitizenLab, Convenzis, GovTech Review, GovTech

Viva Technology
17-19 June

Paris, France & Online

The Smart City Event
22-25 June

Miami Beach, USA

GovTech Virtual Summit
12 October

Online

IoT World
2-4 November

California, 
USA & Online

MOVE: Mobility 
Re-imagined

9-10 November
London, UK

The Public Sector IT 
Conference: Integrating 

and collaborating
4 November

Online

State of GovTech 2021
15-16 June

Online

New York City Virtual 
Technology Forum

30 November
Online

10 Upcoming GovTech Conferences and Events in 2021
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https://www.citizenlab.co/blog/smart-city-de/15-must-attend-smart-city-events/
https://www.convenzis.co.uk/events/the-public-sector-it-conference-integrating-and-collaborating/
https://www.govtechreview.com.au/events
https://events.govtech.com/


CORLAB
Argentina

Sources: Media overview 

GovTech and Smart City Hubs

BrazilLab
Brasil

GovTech Hub
Latin America

IE PublicTech Lab
Spain

Kyiv Smart City Hub 
Ukraine

Smart Nation
Singapore

GovTech Polska
Poland

PUBLIC
United Kingdom

ASTRI
Hong Kong

GovTech Lab
United Kingdom

Urban Tech Hub
United States

Cisco
United States

European Digital 
Innovation Hubs 
European Union

City Innovation 
Exchange 

India

City Innovation 
Exchange Lab 
Netherlands

Access Cities 
Denmark

FUTR Hub 
Germany

Urban Institute
United States

1/2
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bee smart city
Germany

Sources: Media overview 

GovTech and Smart City Hubs

Berlin Innovation 
Agency

Germany

Amsterdam Smart City
Netherlands

Smart City Hub
Netherlands

Creative HQ
New Zealand

GovTech Global GovTech Lab
Lithuania

HUB Institute
France

Le Hub Digital
France

Lightning Lab 
GovTech

New Zealand

Science City Lyngby
Denmark

Lyngby-Taarbæk City of 
Knowledge
Denmark

URBACT
European Union

Rain Clouds
Westminster

United Kingdom

The BEACON
United States

Urban Hub
United States

Future Cities Catapult
United Kingdom

Tehran Innovation 
Center

Iran
42Deep Knowledge Analytics
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Artificial Intelligence in GovTech



By integrating AI into every aspect of their work, governments and 
the public sector stand to gain exceptional benefits. When using AI, 
governments should take into account privacy and security issues, 
compatibility with legacy systems, and increasing workloads. AI 
has the potential to help organizations work efficiently, manage 
their costs, and make great progress in research.

AI is increasingly being adopted worldwide. According to 
Accenture, 92% of US citizens report their view of the government 
being improved thanks to the positive impact of digital services. 
Hence, governments are willing to invest more in AI research.

Sources: Intel; AI Multiple 44Deep Knowledge Analytics

Artificial Intelligence in GovTech

High investment
(Tasks speed up by 200%)

Hours freed Potential savings

1.2 billion hours $41.1 billion 

96.7 million hours $3.3 billion 

Low investment
(Tasks speed up by 20%)

of commercial enterprise apps will use AI by 
2021.

of government and local officials surveyed 
had an excessive amount of paperwork, 
which affected their ability to get the job 
done.

can be saved by automating the tasks of 
federal government employees.

75% 

96.7 million - 
1.2 billion 

hours annually

53%

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/government/artificial-intelligence.html
https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-government/


Sources: AI Multiple

AI Applications 
in GovTech

Social Welfare

Fraudulent claims can cost billions in losses to 
governments. AI fraud detection could enable 
governments to identify corruption and improve social 
security (e.g. by identifying patterns such as the same 
phone number or apps written in the same style).

Healthcare

AI can be used to prevent the spread of diseases 
and treat triage patients. There are two types of 
AI applications: 1) creating a machine learning 
algorithm that cross-checks patients with similar 
symptoms from different locations; 2) using 
graphical analytics to identify contacts with a 
known carrier of the virus.

Domestic security
Artificial Intelligence can be used to identify patterns in police 
heatmaps to predict where and when next crimes are likely to 
occur and determine the optimal police patrol presence. 
Artificial intelligence surveillance, such as facial recognition, 
allows governments to identify people from video recordings.

Transportation

Traffic congestion is a problem for citizens and for 
governments. It negatively affect travel time, fuel 
consumption and carbon emissions. Artificial 
intelligence can be used to monitor social media to 
identify tweets about recent accidents.

Education

Machine learning algorithms can help provide 
personalized learning regardless of the number of 
students. AI can analyze student performance and 
find inconsistencies between what they are being 
taught and what they don’t understand.

Emergency
Voice recognition technologies and machine 
learning algorithms can help governments 
automate emergency lines by understanding and 
classifying requests. The ML and DL algorithms 
map forest aridity to better predict forest fires.
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Possible Use Cases of AI in GovTech

https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-government/


Sources: AI Multiple

Involvement of people
It is people who ensure success of AI projects. Therefore, 
governments should not only concentrate on investments, but 
also involve more people.

Improving technological infrastructure

AI deployment may require the restructuring of 
the technology infrastructure for faster system 
integration.

Enhancing data quality & collection

Collecting high-quality data is a prerequisite for multiple 
AI deployments.

Involvement of experts
Governments should hire  professionals who are 
well-versed in deploying machine learning and 
artificial intelligence. AI consulting and AI 
development companies can provide governments 
with the expertise and talents they need.

Reducing bias in AI

By using the best practices, governments can 
reduce AI bias and help them implement their 
AI-based projects.

Unemployment is the most frightening part of using artificial intelligence. Being public service providers, governments should be concerned about the 
impact of AI on the job market. To mitigate potential unemployment problems, governments need to ensure that people focus on value-added tasks or 
move to the private sector if their tasks are automated.
Due to misleading data or bias of their developers, AI algorithms can contain bias. Though designing an unbiased AI algorithm is technically possible, AI 
can only be effective in handling data. And since people create data, governments can minimize AI bias by applying the best practices.

The Best AI 
Practices of 

AI for 
Governments
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The Best AI Practices for Governments

https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-government/#what-are-the-best-practices-of-ai-for-governments


Sources: Oxford Insights; U.ae; AI Multiple

AI Readiness Index 2020

1000

Canada
Implementation of 
chatbots (virtual 

assistants) in Surrey 
Municipal help 

residents get answers 
to questions related to 

municipal 
infrastructure.

Australia
Implementation of 
chatbots (virtual 

assistants) in Taxation 
Office helped to 

resolve 88% of queries 
on first contact.

The USA
Predictive analytics in 

Atlanta Fire Rescue 
Department accurately 

predicted 73% of fire 
incidents in the 

building.

The UAE
Launch of the ‘UAE 

Strategy for Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)’ by the 

Government aims to 
boost government 
performance at all 

levels and make the 
UAE the first in the 

field of AI investments 
in various sectors
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AI in GovTech in Selected countries

https://www.oxfordinsights.com/government-ai-readiness-index-2020
https://u.ae/en/about-the-uae/strategies-initiatives-and-awards/federal-governments-strategies-and-plans/uae-strategy-for-artificial-intelligence#:~:text=In%20October%202017%2C%20the%20UAE,Artificial%20Intelligence%20(AI)%27.&text=boost%20government%20performance%20at%20all,AI%20investments%20in%20various%20sectors
https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-government/#what-are-the-best-practices-of-ai-for-governments


Sources: Finversia

Study of the population attitude of different countries to the 
replacement of parliamentarians with Artificial Intelligence 

48Deep Knowledge Analytics

Researchers at IE University's Change Management Center 
surveyed 2,769 people in 11 countries about how they would feel 
about reducing the number of national parliamentarians in their 
country and replacing their seats with Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
which will have access to the relevant data.

The survey results showed that, despite the obvious limitations 
associated with the introduction of AI, 51% of Europeans are ready 
to support such a step.

It is worth noting that opinions vary greatly from generation to 
generation, with young people being significantly more open to this 
idea. More than 60% of Europeans aged 25-34 and 56% aged 34-44 
supported the idea, while the majority of respondents over 55 do 
not consider this proposal a good one.

Oskar Jonsson, scientific director of the Instituto de Empresa 
Change Management Center, who led the study, commented on 
this: 

Ready to support this initiative are:

66%
 of respondents in Spain

59%
 of respondents in Italy 

75%
 of respondents in China

59%
 of respondents in Estonia

Opposed the initiative:

Usage of AI in Parliament

69%
  of respondents in the UK

56%
of respondents in the Netherlands

60%
of respondents in the USA

54%
 of respondents in Germany

Obviously, the belief in democracy as a form of
government has been declining for decades.

https://www.finversia.ru/publication/bolee-poloviny-evropeitsev-khotyat-zamenit-parlamentariev-iskusstvennym-intellektom-95784


Blockchain Technology in GovTech



Blockchain technology is a technology that can qualitatively improve public services and promote the observance of fair and transparent 
rights of citizens. So, blockchain for government is a technology that can streamline government processes and offer a secure but 
efficient exchange.

Moreover, the blockchain has many numerous applications for the country’s public. In addition, by using blockchain technology, the 
government will be able to provide various services, eliminate bureaucracy, prevent tax fraud and reduce losses. 

Sources: 101 Blockchains

Enterprise Blockchains Suitable For Government

Hyperledger is an enterprise 
blockchain platform that can be 
used for many types of 
applications. Reasons for using 
the platform for the public 
sector include their prior 
collaboration with multiple 
parties and the ability to offer 
industry-specific solutions.

Ethereum Enterprise Alliance is 
enterprise blockchain platform. 
EEA offer customization of the 
platform in any way to suit the 
better needs. It offers an open 
source platform, so, any 
governmental institute is free to 
use it. Evolving from the existing 
public platform creates more 
scope. 

Corda has two different 
versions - Corda and Corda 
Enterprise. Corda Enterprise is 
open source and any 
government organization can 
request a customized
blockchain for a government 
platform. Corda is currently a 
product of the R3 consortium, 
which has over 200 members.

Quorum is one of the blockchain 
platforms designed by J.P. 
Morgan. One of the advantages 
of Quorum is high transaction 
speed or high throughput. All 
nodes are highly available. In 
addition, it operates under 
pressure in the same way as 
with fewer nodes.The platform 
is suitable for any state process.
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Blockchain in GovTech

https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-for-government/


Recording vaccination data on the blockchain 
allows schools, insurance companies and 
healthcare providers to quickly validate 
vaccinations. This process automatically 
triggers the appropriate micropayments and 
delegates access to benefits based on 
medical status.

Smart contracts can be programmed to 
manage loan and grant applications, 
dispense loans, and track compliance with 
the terms and conditions. This automated 
performance tracking provides real-time data 
and improves transparency, compliance and 
security.

Smart contracts can streamline the tax 
collection process by matching tax data with 
income transactions and calculating tax and 
social security deductions. 
The blockchain-based system automatically 
transfers net salary and tax payments to the 
appropriate recipients and improves the 
efficiency and security of tax collection.

Sources: Consensys

Smart Сities Central Banking Validation of Education and 
Professional Qualifications

Tracking Vaccinations Tracking Loans and Student Grants Payroll Tax Collection

Blockchain can provide a mechanism for 
building a secure infrastructure. In particular, 
it can provide a secure interoperable
infrastructure that allows all services and 
functions of a smart city to operate outside of 
currently envisioned levels.

Blockchain allows for a significant increase in 
transaction volume and improved network 
resilience, allowing central banks to process 
RTGS* at a faster pace with increased 
security.

Keeping academic and professional 
attainment data on an encrypted identity 
wallet empowers individuals to control 
access to their data. It also allows schools, 
universities and employers to validate
“certifications” for courses and work 
performed.

Notes: *Real-Time Gross Settlement
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Possible Use Cases of Blockchain in GovTech

https://consensys.net/blockchain-use-cases/government-and-the-public-sector/#smartcities


Reduced potential for 
corruption and abuseSecure storage of 

government, citizen, 
and business data

Reduction of 
labor-intensive 

processes

Reduction of 
excessive costs 
associated with 

managing 
accountability

Increased trust in 
government and 

online civil 
systems

Blockchain-based government can solve legacy problems and provide 
the following benefits:

Blockchain-based digital government can 
protect data, streamline processes, and 
reduce fraud, waste, and abuse, while 
increasing trust and accountability. In a 
blockchain-based model of government, 
individuals, businesses, and governments 
share resources in a distributed ledger 
protected by cryptography. This framework 
eliminates a single point of failure and 
inherently protects the sensitive data of 
citizens and government.

The distributed ledger format can be used to 
support a variety of government and public 
sector applications, including digital 
currency/payments, land registration, identity 
management, supply chain tracking, 
healthcare, corporate registration, taxation, 
voting (elections and proxies), and corporate 
governance.

Sources: Consensys

Benefits of Blockchain in GovTech
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https://consensys.net/blockchain-use-cases/government-and-the-public-sector/


Sources: GovInsider; 101 Blockchains

Blockchain in GovTech in Selected countries

Australia has developed a plan to use blockchain for 
voting in elections. The system will be protected from 
unauthorized access, which will ensure traceability, 
anonymity and security of voting records. The ballot 
will be cryptographically integrated into the blockchain 
and the votes will not be available to the public. 

Monetary Authority of Singapore has launched a 
blockchain interbank system with Singapore’s internal 
banks. Blockchain works as a record-keeping system 
that allows all parties to track information through a 
secure network, with no need for third-party 
verification.

Sweden uses blockchain in its land registry system. Real 
estate transactions will be hosted on the blockchain 
following the conclusion of agreements between the 
buyer and the seller, and all parties will be able to track 
transactions in the real time and ensure that there is no 
fraudulent activity.

The United States sees the potential for blockchain in 
the areas of security, war, and health. The Department of 
Homeland Security is studying technology to protect its 
cameras at the US borders. The Department of Defense 
seeks to secure communications and logistics of 
ground forces from foreign invasion using blockchain.

Estonia is one of the most digitally advanced countries 
in the world. The government is already using 
blockchain in its tax and business registration systems 
and has also ensured the protection of citizens' 
electronic health records.

The British government has launched a Blockchain pilot 
project to track the distribution and spending of social 
security funds. This is expected to provide insight into 
financial inclusion and provide budgetary support, 
according to the Ministry of Labor and Pensions.

Governments around the world have recognized the security potential of blockchain technology, and many have joined since then.
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https://govinsider.asia/smart-gov/charted-blockchain-use-in-governments/
https://101blockchains.com/blockchain-for-government/


Special Case Study: Longevity as 
Government Strategy



Sources: Australian Department of Health, UA Governmental Portal, Gov.UK, APPG-Longevity, Aging Analytics Agency

Scope of Government Longevity Development Plans

Some government programmes are more integrated than others, some showing more leadership than others in the industrialization of 
Longevity. In this respect, programmes and initiatives fall into 3 main categories: independent or municipal programmes, one plan per 
project or per city, national master plans which bring together multiple sectors of government, and industrial strategies which include the 
educational aim and the use of research and development in pursuit of future economic dividends of Longevity. 

Some government initiatives are more integrated, comprehensive and long termist than others, with varying degrees of emphasis on 
economic and industrial planning. In this respect, some nations are closer than others to developing a fully integrated long-term national 
development plan for longevity. 

Independent or Municipal 
Programmes

National Master Plans Industrial Strategies
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https://www.health.gov.au/health-topics/aged-care/aged-care-initiatives-and-programs
https://www.kmu.gov.ua/en/news/250533921
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/adding-years-to-life-and-life-to-years-our-plan-to-increase-healthy-longevity
https://appg-longevity.org/events-publications
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-development-plans


Sources: Aging Analytics Agency

Government Longevity-related Projects and Initiatives Framework

There are 6 levels of proprietary metrics which differ 
based on the nature of the parameters they consist of.

The whole of the metrics can also be subdivided into 2 
categories based on the logic of the parameters, 
namely: 

● Indicators of potential (or lack thereof); 

● Indicators of actual success (or lack thereof). 

Thus, the ranking system reflects both strengths and 
opportunities of different countries regarding the 
development of national longevity strategies. It can be 
applied for the evaluation of the current state of a 
country, as well as of its prospects. 

Reviewing initiatives of different countries, there has 
been a general recognition of the central role of 
technology, and financial technology in particular, in 
improving the lives of the elderly.  
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https://www.aginganalytics.com/


Sources: WHO

Age-friendly Cities and Communities

36.7%
North America

20.8%
Latin America

0.9%
Middle-East and 

Africa

31.7%
Europe

9.2%
Asia-Pacific
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https://extranet.who.int/agefriendlyworld/search-network/?_sft_countries=uruguay


Sources: WHO

Top-10 Countries by Government Longevity Development

Countries government longevity development directly affect the health-adjusted life expectancy and life expectancy in general.
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https://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.HALEXvhttps://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.HALEXv


Sources: WHO, WorldMeters 59Deep Knowledge Analytics

Top-10 Countries by Life Expectancy and HALE

https://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.HALEXvhttps://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.main.HALEXv
https://www.worldometers.info/demographics/life-expectancy/


Sources: Aging Analytics Agency

Longevity Progressiveness as a Part of Longevity Governance

Longevity progressiveness is 
important for driving economic 
progress and competitiveness — both 
for developed and developing
economies. Healthy Longevity is 
affected by many groups of factors 
such as socioeconomic status, 
demography, income, wellbeing, the 
quality of the health system and the 
ability of people to access it, health 
behaviours such as tobacco and 
excessive alcohol consumption, poor 
nutrition, and the lack of exercise, 
social factors, genetic factors and
environmental factors including 
overcrowded housing, the lack of clean 
drinking water and adequate sanitation. 
Longevity progressiveness should be 
based on four pillars. They are good 
health outcomes, cost-efficiency, 
affordability of healthcare treatment for 
the population and widest possible 
access to services and products.
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GovTech Predictions and Conclusions



GovTech Predictions 2022-2024

2021

● Corona crisis management
● Rising citizens’ expectations of 

governmental efficiency
● Large state budgets exclusively 

for the implementation of digital
 services delivery

● Large companies understand the 
importance and the opportunity to 
modernize government services

● Democracy mechanisms are
 exhausted (e.g. possibly
 manipulated Brexit votes)

2021-2022

2022-2024

$480B $650B $1T

Extensive usage of AI, drones, 
blockchain, robots, etc. will increase 
the resilience of national economies, 
state data,  healthcare, educational 
and security systems.

GovTech Market Size:

Sources: Statista,  Accenture, data.europa

Contact tracing, e-health, online 
learning, remote work.
Digital ID, tax simplification.
Agile service management: online 
people-centric  transactional 
services (e.g. business registration) 
based on real-time data analytics.

E.g. GovTechStart by Amazon

Online voting, post-election digital 
audit, government-only cloud
environments.

Asian GovTech startups will rise 
dramatically and achieve global 
prominence.

Effective public-private 
partnerships through sharing 
technologies, expertise and tools

Shift in governmental services:Shift in global paradigm:
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/421610/global-transactional-government-website-services/
https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/pdf-90/accenture-govtech-pov.pdf
https://data.europa.eu/en/dashboard/2020


Predictions Regarding the Government Outlook in 2030

Sources: GovTech

Trends forecasts that would have the greatest impact on the public sector in the next 10 years:

A New Non-profit Model

The government will shrink and a set of nonprofits will emerge to 
complement traditional city services. These nonprofits will be 
more compact, more flexible, and able to adapt to emerging 
issues that worry residents that traditional government 
organizations  are  either  unaware  of  or  too  slow  to  address. 
— Jordan Sun, Chief innovation officer for the city of San José, 
California, Innovation officer and major with the US Army

Blockchain Voting

If governments moved their records to the blockchain, it could 
dramatically improve the voting process by ensuring that every 
vote is counted while reducing voter fraud. It could also greatly 
simplify voting by eliminating the need for people to manually 
queue at the polling station. — Dr. Emmanuel Fombu, Physician, 
Entrepreneur

Own Digital ID

Unique digital identities for citizens can leverage the quality of 
services and stimulate financial and social inclusion by giving 
citizens access to unimpeded services in health, education, and 
other government programs. A system based on a single digital 
identifier can help citizens improve the quality of service by 
anticipating their needs and personalizing public services. — Pat 
Howard, Offerings and solutions leader for Deloitte’s Government 
and Public Services practice

More City Collaborations

One way to tackle resource scarcity for cities is to co-create 
solutions in their regions, with other similar cities at the national 
level, with the private sector, and, in some cases, with the federal 
government. — Gabe Klein, сo-founder of Cityfi, Former 
transportation director for cities of Chicago and Washington, 
D.C., Author of Start-Up City
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https://www.govtech.com/magazines/gt-special-issue-nov-2020-heres-what-government-will-look-like-in-2030.html
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Administrative

Supply Chain

e-Participation

Social Care

Infrastructure

Key drivers & benefits of GovTech implementation

Time & Costs Reduction

Cost and budget pressures drive 38% of 
public sector digital transformations 
(UK: 56%);

60% less case-handling effort through 
automated processing; 50% less
citizens’ time spent.

Transparency

Open Data empowers innovators to 
use public information to transform 
public services;   

By 16 July 2021 the EU Member 
States have to adopt Open Data 
Directive.

Citizen experience

37% of government bodies cite citizen 
demands as the primary driver of digital 
transformation (Canada: 64%); 

Maturing organizations are nearly twice 
as likely as early-stage organizations to 
be driven by citizens’ demand for digital 
transformation. 

Conclusions

Collaborative 
ecosystem

Open DataInclusivity &
Green recovery

2015+ 2018-2021
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2021+

The biggest share of 
GovTech startups - in 
the US ~66%

E-commerce raised 
customer expectations; 

Data protection and digital 
inclusion policies; 

Investment boom, driven 
by the pandemic.

Public-Private partnerships;

B2B2G for smaller 
companies to gain access 
to large public contracts. 

1 2 3

There is more momentum than ever behind the idea of digitalization of infrastructure core facets in order to benefit both people and the planet.
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